
ACADEMIE INTERNATIONALE DE FOOTBALL 

MICHEL HIDALGO 
 

 

 

                                 Dear football players and dear parents, 
     

                                Welcome to the “Michel Hidalgo International Football Academy” 

 

       

Our year-long programme is a complete package of professional football training, language study and immersion in France.  

It is designed to ensure that participating players have “the French language & culture football experience of a lifetime!”  

 

We have set up the “Michel Hidalgo International Football Academy” after the pattern of the “centres de pré-formation” that 

have now been experimented for 30 years by the French Football Federation and have led to the fantastic results obtained by 

France in recent world competitions. It is called l’Excellence à la Française ! 

 

I have always believed that living, studying and training in a foreign country is an invaluable experience that a player will never 

forget and the benefits of such an experience will be embedded positively into that individual for the rest of his or her life. Our 

staff, keenly aware of the challenges that our Academy presents to our players, are fully committed to their overall education 

through our football development and language immersion programme. Playing football and studying in France as a teenager or 

young adult represent an enormous challenge for both the participants and the educators. From the participant it demands courage, 

effort and character to succeed. For our staff who is responsible for the player’s education and overall well-being, it demands 

professional guidance, supervision, mentorship and expertise in order to provide the professional service required. 

 

Belonging to our International Football Academy is a unique chance to share the daily life of future professional football 

players, start ever-lasting relationships with other nationality players from all over the world, improve your football technics 

under the instruction of our selected football coaches, follow a normal school curriculum or intensive French classes, and finally 

live the French life style. 

 

With this in mind, it is very important that participating students and their parents’ expectations for the programme match exactly 

that which we are capable and confident of offering. That is why we have prepared this Student/Parent Manual.  Please read it 

very carefully as it will help you to better understand the France year-long football academy programme and to have a more 

realistic idea of the scope of the programme, its challenges and benefits. 

 

We hope that you (or your child) will join our International Football Academy in France.  And we want the experience to be an 

unforgettable moment in your life. 
 

Yours sincerely,   

                Michel HIDALGO 

 
 

The International Football Academy has based its training on the technical and tactical views of Michel Hidalgo who has been the French 

coach of Michel Platini, Jean Tigana, Alain Giresse, in the first great period of French football. He won the European championships            

in 1984. Michel Hidalgo is the current president of Sport International Organisation, a non-profit association designed to host foreign players 

in France and train them to give them a chance to become professional players and realize their goals in life.  

 

 

The “Michel HIDALGO International Football Academy” is the property of “Sport International Organisation”. 

 
 



 

 

 

INTRODUCTION TO OUR YEAR-LONG PROGRAMME 
 

  

What is the “Michel Hidalgo International Football Academy”? 

 

Our philosophy is that exposure to foreign language and culture, and professional football training abroad, will accelerate 

personal and athletic growth in young people.  The academy provides a very unique experience: a complete package of football 

training and language lessons that have a lasting and positive influence on the young player. The academy is committed to 

delivering the highest level of language and football instruction, in secure, safe, and nurturing environments.  

 

Our ambition is to provide our academicians with higher education in football, higher education in French, and higher education 

in life through a measure-made programme for each player. The Academy will never be a factory with pre-made automatized 

patterns for all. 

 

The year-long programme aims at allowing all participants: 

a) - Football: to acquire a technical, tactical, physical and mental ability to compete at national and international level 

b) - Education: to follow intensive French classes to acquire a good practice of French and guarantee professional perspectives 

for the future, or follow a normal school curriculum 

c) - Experience: to experiment the life in a French environment, in a football club, and therefore acquire a capacity of adaptation 

in any situation. 

 

The programme is designed for serious young football players, both boys and girls from 14 to 24 years old, who desire to 

develop their football abilities over an extended period of time (nine months) under the guidance of our professional technical 

coaching staff in Cannes. It coincides with the regular academic school year, beginning in early September and finishing in May 

of the following year.  

 

Our year-long football programme is an excellent way for young players to distinguish themselves as football players.  There are 

very few players around the world who have spent an entire year abroad in Europe or in France in a technical football training 

and French language immersion environment. And if they are French-speakers, they may follow a normal school curriculum in a 

public school in Cannes.  

 

Our next full-time programme will start on 1 September 2019 and finish on 25 May 2020.  In some cases, we propose an 

earlier arrival, as early as 15 August, in order to start the preparation with one of the local teams in order to be competitive 

during the friendly matches before the championship starts.  

All school lectures, coaching sessions, and social activities are conducted in French, though the communicative language may 

still be both English and French. All our players must be committed to improving their technical football skills, general 

knowledge of the game and overall experience as players. 

  

The challenge for our students is to strive to be the best that they can be : 

• By conquering a higher level of ability as football players and athletes (Intra-personal confidence) 

• By immersing in and developing a new language - French (expanding intra-social  confidence and communication skills) 

• By believing in their capability to be where they want to be through commitment and hard work (character formation) 

 

As expert educators, we believe and value education as the key to successful personal development. It is important to realize that 

all participants in this programme must agree to:    

 

1.  Study hard       2.  Train hard       3.  Give their best at all times 

 

  

Our year-long programme has been specifically designed for students who are highly committed to excellence. 

 
 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

PART 1 – THE FOOTBALL PROGRAMME 

 

 

I   OUR PRINCIPLES AND VALUES 

 
Football in the 21st century is more competitive than ever. Individuals from all over the world are stronger, and better trained than they were 

in the past. To continue to meet these competitive demands requires an integrated approach with attention to four areas of performance: 

technical, tactical, physical, and mental. These four areas serve as the foundation for personal achievement. Neglecting any of these denies 

the player the opportunity for maximum development.  

 

The goal of our Academy programme is to work with the players on every aspect of their learning and training to ensure they develop the 

physical, technical, tactical and mental foundation required for better performance. This is accomplished through coaching and training in 

advanced strength and conditioning techniques, uniquely integrated with mental, nutritional and sports medical principles. Programming is 

provided in either an individual or small group format.  

 

The instigator of the “International Football Academy” is Michel Hidalgo. The objectives that he has defined with the coaches and 

instructors are to optimise the essential aptitudes of the player for high level practice in all aspects: athletic (from teenage capacities to junior 

abilities), high level (from fundamentals to specialization), tactical control of play (from individual skills to team game), competing (from 

mental resources to the culture of competition). 

 

II   THE FOOTBALL ORGANISATION 
 

DURATION OF THE PROGRAMME 

The next programme starts on 1 September 2019 and ends on 25 May 2020. The participants are free for the Christmas holidays (from 20 

December 2019 to 5 January 2020). Two other more limited programmes are also proposed. One from 1 September 2019 to 14 April 2020 

(for foreign students taking up exams in their country). And one from 5 January to 25 May 2020 (for students proceeding from the southern 

hemisphere). 

 
A TYPICAL  DAY  

 

Monday to Friday 

8 am – 8.30 am Breakfast 

9 - 12 am French classes or study time 

12 pm Lunch 

1 pm to 2.30 pm Rest 

3 pm – 4pm Gym or specific trainings 

6 pm - 8 pm Football practice 

Between 7 pm and 10 pm Dinner 

8 pm – 10.30 pm Free social time and homework 

 
 

TRAINING SESSIONS  

The Academy main achievement is to manage to have our participants as integrated members of the local community by means of sharing 

the same sport goals and language. This will facilitate the participant’s socialization process and future career.  

This is why all our “academicians” are registered in a French club belonging to the FFF. All our U15, U17, U19 and U20 and “senior” 

players are registered at A.S. Cannes, USCBO Cannes, E.S. Le Cannet-Rocheville or RC Grasse, 4 well-known clubs in France.  

 

   
 

 

As a member of a football club, each player trains 3 times a week, 1.30 to 2 hours trainings usually between 6pm and 9pm from Mondays to 

Fridays. Our academicians are all treated on the same basis and receive the same instructions as all the other players of the club who are also 

dedicated to becoming professional players. Being selected to play on the weekend will depend on their performance at training. 

All the fields used by the clubs are top-quality fields, either grass or synthetic. 



 

 

ADDITIONAL TRAININGS 
As members of the Academy, all our players receive special care, advice and follow-up from our staff. Two to three times a week, our 

academicians take part in personalized training sessions based on individual techniques, evaluations and tests. The trainings always focus on 

specific drills such as control, heading and shooting. Each session is limited to 6 participants at the most. A dialogue with our coaches will 

aim at responding to certain tactical situations. Our coaches are all involved in the moral and mental follow-up of our academicians.  

 
GYM AND FITNESS  

Twice a week, our Academy trainer manages physical trainings aiming at developing cardio, strength and resistance.  

All our players receive a membership card from the FITLANE gym. It gives them free access during the whole programme, 7 days a week. 

Our trainer will give each player personalized advice and is entitled to check that the programme is followed through. Heavy weight is not 

advised for any athletes under 16 or 17. The players will have to respect our coach instructions. 

 

OFFICIAL MATCHES  

Matches are usually played on Saturdays for U15 and U17 and on Sundays for U19 and over. This gives the player the opportunity to 

participate in the French championships (league) at district, regional or national level. It is up to the team coach to decide whether the player 

is selected to play. For away matches, our players are transported with their team (buses, minibuses, cars…) 

Exception :  For 17 years old players and below, with passport outside the European Community, the Article 19 from FIFA reserves the right 

for the French Football Federation to deliver or not  a “Match License”. There is no restriction for players over the age of 18. For the students 

who will not obtain a match license, the programme will be exactly the same except that official matches will not be part of the programme. 

 
FRIENDLY MATCHES AND TOURNAMENTS  

All players involved in our programme are invited to participate in friendly matches and tournaments either organised by the club or by the 

Academy coaches. Some periods (pre-season, holiday breaks …) have a busy schedule with friendly matches.  

 
 

III   FOOTBALL INSTRUCTIONS AND ENVIRONMENT 

 
OUR FOOTBALL STAFF 

It is obvious that our coaches are fully qualified as youth coaches and have followed the official training set up by the FFF. They are entitled 

of a BE (Brevet d’Etat) 1st and 2nd level. All of them were former professional players in France. They may not be bilingual, and football 

teaching will be in French. The participants will also receive the intervention of specialized trainers and coaches for some specific 

workshops: goalkeeper, defense, attack, etc, and specific clinics by professional active or former players: behaviour on and outside the field, 

refereeing code and sanctions, coaching career, food and hygiene practices, recuperation … 

 

REGENERATION TIME AND INJURIES 

Resting and regeneration time are key to success for our football players. Athletes need to be healthy and rested to perform their best in and 

outside the pitch. Our staff will promote this type of life style for each of our participants. If a participant feels ill or is overtired, he should 

report it to our Academy manager immediately. Nobody should try to train or play when sick or injured. It is much better to rest one or two 

days than being out for two to three weeks because of an unreported injury or sickness.  

 

MEDICAL FOLLOW-UP 

The on-campus nurse administers routine medical treatment for minor illnesses, for free. When a prescription is needed, the manager of the 

Academy will call a doctor. The Academy has set up relations with a medical staff located in different parts of Cannes. Though they are 

specialized in sports injuries, they only charge the fee of a basic visit, 25 euros. That money can be refunded in the player’s country of origin. 

Besides, Doctor Gaillaud, appointed “referent doctor” by the FFF during the last European championships in France, gives all our players 

priority for a visit. He can also propose a check-up on entry, at preferential price for our academicians. 

 

INSURANCE 

We strongly recommend that the parents have taken out an insurance policy for their son before traveling. It may be made compulsory by 

French Embassies to deliver a visa. May we advise to contract with our partner “April”, an international medical care insurance company that 

covers the students in any situation during their stay in France, including visits to the doctor, medicine, IRM, X rays. 

Once in France, the players are insured by the football club after the club has delivered an official license to the player. All expenses 

consecutive to an accident during a training or a match which has generated injury are covered by the club insurance, which also covers 

surgery in the case of a serious injury.  

If this would happen, the player will not be excluded from the Academy. He will continue on to the end of the programme with his school 

lectures and gym sessions if he is physically fit. Nevertheless, whether for medical reasons or other, the parents and player decision to 

interrupt the regular programme and repatriate their child to their country of origin can be considered. It will have to be made in writing to 

the Academy. All fees of residence for the remaining period and for transportation will be covered by the family. Parents should have current 

valid passports in case emergencies might occur and they need to travel immediately. 

 

ENTERTAINMENT 

Apart from social entertainments on campus (crèpes soirées, disco, card games, karaoke…), and excursions outside campus (Cannes 

Croisette, Nice promenade, Monaco – Monte-Carlo…), our coordinator will also propose some special afternoons with beach soccer 

oppositions on Cannes beaches, or evening Futsal tournaments in one of Cannes sports halls. 

The French Riviera is known for sheltering 3 League1 major clubs: OGC Nice (30 km), AS Monaco (60 km) and OM Marseille (150 km). 

Our Academy manager will invite our players to attend first league matches at Nice, Monaco or Marseille stadiums.  



 

 

 

 

IV   PERSPECTIVES 

 
EVALUATION 

The Academy major objective is to lift up our players level. We have had great outcome with players being so successful as to join OGC 

Nice training centre and RC Grasse (Nationale 2). Our chief coach Christian Lopez, former captain of the French national team, keeps a close 

eye on all our talented players and evaluates their progression. Regular conversations between Michel HIDALGO and the technical staff take 

place so as to always guide our players in the best possible manner. 

Objective evaluations made out from accountable drills are conducted by our staff monthly and enable to show a clear image of the player’s 

progression. Besides, other sources of assessment such as creativity, capacity of initiatives, technical moves are also taken into account. 

 
 

PROFESSIONAL TRIALS 

The Academy invites scouts from professional clubs to regularly visit us. They may attend training sessions, friendlies, official matches or 

tournaments without our players knowing it. For the most talented players, we may offer the opportunity to trial with a professional club, 

though it cannot be guaranteed beforehand. It also comes as a reward for hard training and efforts, and certainly for reaching a high degree of 

excellence. Players are scouted principally on observation during specific oriented course activities. For players who have joined the 

Academy with already a high ability of play, pre-engagement trials may be set with a professional club. Through its partner “Sport 

International Organisation”, arrangements on behalf of the player can be set to find the best possible protocol with the club in view of 

starting a professional career. 

“Sport International Organization” has the exclusive rights of image of the players (photos, video, advertising campaign, etc) as long as the 

player is in France and playing in France. 

 

 

 

PART 2 – ACADEMIC STUDIES 

 

 

French, as the official language in almost fifty countries and spoken by two hundred million people around the world, continues to be used at 

major international organizations with a strong political and diplomatic influence. 

 
I   FRENCH CLASSES 
 

For the non-French speakers joining the Academy, it is essential that they should be able to speak and understand French in the shortest 

possible delay. Communication with the coaches, the other players and all the foreign students of the campus helps socializing and making 

the best out of their stay in France. 

All year long, the Campus International de Cannes where our players are staying provides a whole set of French language courses ranging 

from elementary level to Proficiency and guarantees continuity from one level to the next. This Campus is one of the most reputable learning 

centres in France for teaching French to foreign students. It is equipped with 22 classrooms and audio-visual material. 

 

The teaching team of the Campus International is made up of 20 professors holding university teaching degrees. They are trained in the latest 

techniques and share a long experience teaching French as a foreign language. The teachers have a very lively and efficient approach using 

original methods and documents.  

French classes are taught daily from 9 am to 12 am. The first session starts on Monday 2 September and ends on 25 October 2019. The 

second session starts on Monday 7 January and ends on 1st of March 2020. The parents may decide to extend the classes after the 25 October 

and after March 1, to their expense. 

 

At the end of each session, the students will be evaluated. The parents will be informed about the progress of their son. 

The students will receive grades and homologated diploma at the end of the programme.  

 

 

II   E-SCHOOL WITH COURS PI 
 

Only French speakers can apply to that method of learning as all the subjects studied are in French.  

“Cours Pi” can provide tuitions in a large scope of subjects. The Academy will propose to choose 3 to 4 subjects among the following : 

maths, English, geography, history, French literature, chemistry, computer sciences, economics, Spanish. The grade will be determined after 

some overall analysis of the level reached by the student in his own country or the diplomas obtained. 

 

Like for the French classes, the schedule for the study of the different subjects is from 9am to 12am every morning from Monday to Friday. 

The Academy provides tutors to follow-up with the learning and homework, in order to make sure the lessons are properly digested.  

The books and exercises provided by Cours Pi are in conformity with the curriculum of the French Ministry of Education. The homeworks 

are sent to regular teachers who correct the papers and give marks.  

 

http://www.french-in-cannes.com/photos/profs_072005.jpg


 

 

 

The Academy has been the partner of Cours Pi for more than 10 years and has enabled some of our players to follow successful e-school 

studies. The measure-made Cours Pi method has been established to adapt to the rhythm of our players dedicated to football as a major goal. 

  

III   FRENCH STUDIES IN A PUBLIC SCHOOL 
 

Going to school every day is a good way to socialize and share with others, in mutual respect and understanding. 

This is why the Michel Hidalgo Academy has set a partnership with two public and private schools located at walking distance from the 

Campus.  

The first one is Stanislas College for students aged 13, 14 and 15, and Stanislas Lycée for students aged 16 to 20. “Stan” is a private catholic 

school established in 1866, and is regularly approved by the French Ministry of Education. It boasts more than 2300 students. Classes are 

every morning from 8am to 12am, and an additional 4 hours on Tuesday and Thursday afternoons. It is a heavy programme made of 28 hours 

in class.  

The second one is Lycée Bristol in central Cannes whose values are clearly defined: tolerance, respect, efforts and secularism. There again, 

the curriculum has been adjusted to a high level career in sports with 30 hours presence weekly. But absence cannot be tolerated and it is a 

strong requirement to strain to be present every day. 

In both cases, candidatures must be sent to the College as early as February or March. 

 

 

 

  

PART 3 – LIFE AT THE ACADEMY 
 

 

I   INTERNATIONAL CAMPUS OF CANNES 

  
PLACE:   CANNES, French Riviera, 1 Rue du Dr Pascal - 06400 CANNES – France. Distance : 25 km from Nice international airport. 

Mail address: sport.org@hotmail.fr 

 

Cannes, a large city of 70 000 inhabitants, is one of the most pleasant cities in France to live in, for its warm climate, for the beauty of its 

scenery, for its luxurious and elegant life with its casinos and so famous Film Festival. 

 

Our year-long programme uses the International Campus of Cannes to house the participants. This provides a safe and secure environment 

with all of the comforts and conveniences required. It is located along the beach, in the middle of the bay of Cannes, only 500m from Cannes 

city centre. The Campus is the most secured place on earth, with a 24-hours receptionist, checking ins and outs of the students. 

 

ACCOMMODATION  

The Cannes International Campus has 110 bedrooms, with either a single bed, or twin or triple beds. Every room is equipped with a 

washbasin and all necessary furniture (desk, chairs, cupboard…). Showers and toilets are located on each floor. The rooms are cleaned on an 

every-two-days basis. Bed linen are provided by the Campus, and the sheets are changed every 7 days.  

Students are responsible for the maintenance of their own room and for ensuring that their valuables are secure at all time. Use of tobacco, 

alcohol, drugs (except authorized medication) are forbidden. 

 

FOOD 

All our players are registered at the Academy on a basis of full board (breakfast, lunch and dinner). The meals are served daily in the “salle à 

manger” (restaurant) of the Campus. Students will eat typical French cuisine and international food. 

8am: breakfast. Selection of cereals, milk, French baguette, toasts, butter, jam, yoghourts, fruit, orange juice, tea, coffee and hot chocolate. 

12pm: lunch. Starters presented on a buffet, made of salads and charcuteries. A hot dish made of meat/fish with hot vegetables (pasta, rice, 

potatoes, gratins …), and a dessert (fruit, yogurt, cake, crème, mousse…). 

7pm: dinner. 3 courses, similar to lunch, adding hot soup. 

On Saturdays and Sundays, the restaurant serves a brunch from 9 to 12.30 am. Dinner is scheduled at 7pm as the other days.  

All our players benefit from an “unlimited quantity” formula and can help themselves several times with carbohydrates and starchy foods. 

 

FACILITIES ON SITE 

220 seat dining hall, meeting rooms, fitness and recreation room, interior courtyard with shaded terrace, cyber room (email and internet 

access), theatre (cinema and conference hall – 140 seats), TV-room (satellite TV) / DVD / video, library, volleyball/basketball court, 

cafeteria, on site-nurse, leisure time office, washing machines, dryers, ironing room, protected parking. The following administrative services 

are provided: reception desk, general manager and secretary, accountancy office, academic affairs, maintenance, housekeeping, foodservice, 

etc 
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INTERNET CAFÉ AND FOYER 

A cyber café is available on campus called “le cyberdrom ». Access to e-mail boxes and Internet navigation.  

The meeting point for all the people living on campus is the foyer or cafeteria, also called “p’tit café”. It is meant as a place for local French 

students and for our academicians to meet foreign students staying on campus to learn French. Though French is the common language for 

all of them, dozens of different languages are in use according to the nationality of the foreigners (Japan, USA, Mexico, Italy, Norway …). 

They can share moments at the bar, at tables and even on stage… 
 

 

II   WELCOMING YOU AT THE ACADEMY 
 

On arrival on Campus, the students receive a "Welcoming Folder" containing the following information: the first meetings, the meal times, 

a city map of Cannes, the security rules and practical advice, the leisure time programme, the rules of the Academy. 

 

WHAT TO PACK 

Throughout the year, bring basic clothes such as jeans, shorts, T-shirts and your football kit. Winter is cold and sometimes humid, 

specially January and February, so bring warm pullovers, sweatshirts, and a raincoat. In May do not forget your evening clothes for the 

film festival… 

Also bring with you: 2 passport pictures, 50 € deposit fee for the room key (will be refunded upon departure), towels and personal 

toiletries. 

 
TRANSPORT 

On arrival, the student will be greeted at Nice International Airport and transferred to Cannes by our local coordinator or manager. All the 

same, transfers back to Nice airport for Christmas holidays are conducted by our staff. For all local transport such as going from campus to 

the stadium or the gym, the player receives a buss pass for unlimited transports in Cannes and villages around. 

 

CAMPUS AND ACADEMY RULES 

Cash, plane tickets, etc. can be deposited in the campus safe. The campus cannot be held responsible for theft occurring inside the rooms. In 

Cannes, students are advised to be cautious.  

Students must respect the internal rules of the campus and the academy. If not, the offending student can be dismissed from Campus or 

Academy without any refund. Students under 18 years old must return to the campus by 11.30 pm from Sunday to Thursday night and at 

1am at the latest on Friday and Saturday night. 

The Campus usually proposes leisure activities or excursions on Saturdays and Sundays. 

 
 

 

 

III   CODE OF CONDUCT 
 

Our Code of Conduct is based on principles that promote teaching and learning as well as the highest standards of personal behaviour. These 

principles include respect, honesty, integrity, responsibility and accountability in a sport community. 

 
RESPONSIBILITIES  

Our students must demonstrate commitment to academic and sport excellence, and are accountable for their actions. Respect and 

responsibility are demonstrated when students come to school and trainings prepared, on time and ready to learn and give their best. They 

must show respect for themselves, for others and for persons in authority, refrain from bringing anything to the academy that may 

compromise the safety of others, and follow the established rules. 

 

DISCRIMINATION 

Section 1 of the Human Rights Code provides that every person has a right to equal treatment with respect to services, goods and facilities, 

without discrimination because of race, ancestry, place of origin, colour, ethnic origin, citizenship, creed, age…We take for granted that our 

players will always have this in mind. 

 

RULES AT CAMPUS    

It is forbidden to smoke, use flammable objects, and/or cook in the rooms. After 10 p.m. silence in student dorms. Students who are living on 

campus are not allowed to lodge people from outside the school. Each student is responsible for furniture and, in the event of damage, 

students at fault will be required to pay for the damage. College property must never and for any reason be taken off campus (sheets, 

blankets, etc....). The Campus declines responsibility for loss or theft of valuables, students are recommended to leave valuable objects and 

money in the safety box. 

 

SANCTIONS 

Our students will not use, possess, procure or provide drugs or alcohol or facilitate in any way the use, possession, provision of drugs or 

alcohol. It is strictly forbidden to store alcoholic beverages in the rooms. Use of alcohol and/or illegal drugs will result in immediate 

dismissal from the programme without refund. 

The Academy and the Campus reserve the right to expel a student where his attendance would not be in the best interests of that student or 

the school. After a 1st warning and disciplinary action, the Academy and the school reserve the right to suspend or expel the student if his 

behaviour seriously jeopardizes the ability of the academy to guarantee the respect and safety of the programme.   

     ________________________________________ 



 

                                                                 
 

                     

 

                   

 

                                                                                                                                                        

                    



 

 

                     

                               

                           
    

           

                    

                                      

              



 

                             

             

                                          

 

                


